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The initial fous was on symmetrial ryptosystems suh as DES (see[10, 14℄) and the AES andidates (see [1, 3, 6℄), but publi-key ryptosys-tems have sine been shown to be also vulnerable to the DPA attaks (see[15, 5, 9℄).Therefore, the researh for ountermeasures has onsiderably inreased.In [6℄, Daemen and Rijmen proposed several ountermeasures, inludingthe insertion of dummy ode, power onsumption randomization and bal-aning of data. But these methods were proven to be insuÆient: in [4℄,Chari and al. suggested that signal proessing an be used by lever at-takers to remove dummy ode or to anel the e�ets of randomizationand data balaning. They propose a better approah, onsisting in split-ting all the intermediate variables. A similar \dupliation" method wasproposed as a partiular ase by Goubin and al. in [9℄However, these general methods generally inrease dramatially theamount of memory needed, or the omputation time, as was pointed byChari and al. in [3℄. Moreover, it has been shown in [8℄ that even innerrounds an be aimed by \Power-Analysis"-type attaks, so that the split-ting should be performed on all rounds of the algorithm. This makes theissue of the memory and time omputation overhead even more ruial,espeially for embedded systems suh as smart ards.In [13℄, Thomas Messerges investigated on DPA attaks applied onthe AES andidates. He developped a general ountermeasure, onsistingin masking all the inputs and outputs of eah elementary operations usedby the miroproessor. This generi tehnique allowed him to evaluatethe impat of these ountermeasures on the �ve AES algorithms.This masking strategy is possible if all the fundamental operationsused in a given algorithm an be rewritten with masked input data, giv-ing masked output data. This is easily seen to be the ase for the DESalgorithm, beause a single masking (using the XOR operation) an beused throughout the omputation of the 16 rounds. For RSA, a maskingusing the multipliation operation in the multipliative group modulo nis also suÆient.However, for algorithms that ombine Boolean and arithmeti fun-tions, two di�erent kinds of masking have to be used. There is thus aneed for a method to onvert bak and forth between Boolean maskingand arithmeti masking. This is typially the ase for IDEA [12℄ and forthree AES andidates: MARS [2℄, RC6 [16℄ and TWOFISH [17℄.Thomas Messerges proposed in [13℄ an algorithm in order to performthis onversion between a \� mask" and a \+ mask". Unfortunately,we show in the present paper that the `BooleanToArithmeti' algorithm



proposed by T. Messerges is not suÆient to prevent Di�erential PowerAnalysis. In a similar way, the 'ArithmetiToBoolean' algorithm is notseure either. A detailed attak is desribed.2 The \Di�erential Power Analysis" AttakThe \Di�erential Power Analysis" attak, developped by Paul Koher andCryptographi Researh (see [10, 11℄, see also [7℄), starts from the fatthat the attaker an get muh more information (than the knowledgeof the inputs and the outputs) during the exeution of the omputation,suh as for instane the eletri onsumption of the miroontroller or theeletromagneti radiations of the iruit.The \Di�erential Power Analysis" (DPA) is an attak that allows toobtain information about the seret key (ontained in a smartard forexample), by performing a statistial analysis of the eletri onsumptionreords measured for a large number of omputations with the same key.Let us onsider for instane the ase of the DES algorithm (DataEnryption Standard). It exeutes in 16 steps, alled \rounds". In eah ofthese steps, a transformation F is performed on 32 bits. This F funtionuses eight non-linear transformations from 6 bits to 4 bits, eah of whihis oded by a table alled \S-box".The DPA attak on the DES an be performed as follows (the number1000 used below is just an example):Step 1: We measure the onsumption on the �rst round, for 1000 DESomputations. We denote by E1, ..., E1000 the input values of those 1000omputations. We denote by C1, ..., C1000 the 1000 eletri onsumptionurves measured during the omputations. We also ompute the \meanurve" MC of those 1000 onsumption urves.Step 2: We fous for instane on the �rst output bit of the �rst S-boxduring the �rst round. Let b be the value of that bit. It is easy to seethat b depends on only 6 bits of the seret key. The attaker makes anhypothesis on the involved 6 bits. He omputes { from those 6 bits andfrom the Ei { the expeted (theoretial) values for b. This enables toseparate the 1000 inputs E1, ..., E1000 into two ategories: those givingb = 0 and those giving b = 1.Step 3: We now ompute the mean MC 0 of the urves orresponding toinputs of the �rst ategory (i.e. the one for whih b = 0). IfMC andMC 0show an appreiable di�erene (in a statistial meaning, i.e. a di�erenemuh greater than the standard deviation of the measured noise), we



onsider that the hosen values for the 6 key bits were orret. If MCand MC 0 do not show any sensible di�erene, we repeat step 2 withanother hoie for the 6 bits.Note: In pratie, for eah hoie of the 6 key bits, we draw the urverepresenting the di�erene between MC andMC 0. As a result, we obtain64 urves, among whih one is supposed to be very speial, i.e. to showan appreiable di�erene, ompared to all the others.Step 4: We repeat steps 2 and 3 with a \target" bit b in the seond S-box,then in the third S-box, ..., until the eighth S-box. As a result, we �nallyobtain 48 bits of the seret key.Step 5: The remaining 8 bits an be found by exhaustive searh.Note: It is also possible to fous (in steps 2, 3 and 4) on the set ofthe four output bits for the onsidered S-boxes, instead of only one out-put bit. This is what we atually did for real smartards. In that ase,the inputs are separated into 16 ategories: those giving 0000 as output,those giving 0001, ..., those giving 1111. In step 3, we may ompute forexample the mean MC 0 of the urves orresponding to the last ategory(i.e. the one whih gives 1111 as output). As a result, the mean MC 0 isomputed on approximately 116 of the urves (instead of approximatelyhalf of the urves with step 3 above): this may ompel us to use a numberof DES omputations greater than 1000, but it generally leads to a moreappreiable di�erene between MC and MC 0.This attak does not require any knowledge about the individual ele-tri onsumption of eah instrution, nor about the position in time ofeah of these instrutions. It applies exatly the same way as soon as theattaker knows the outputs of the algorithm and the orresponding on-sumption urves. It only relies on the following fundamental hypothesis:Fundamental hypothesis: There exists an intermediate variable,that appears during the omputation of the algorithm, suh that knowinga few key bits (in pratie less than 32 bits) allows us to deide whethertwo inputs (respetively two outputs) give or not the same value for thisvariable.3 Review of CountermeasuresSeveral ountermeasures against DPA attaks an be oneived. For in-stane:



1. Introduing random timing shifts, so that the omputed means donot orrespond any longer to the onsumption of the same instru-tion. The ruial point onsists here in performing those shifts so thatthey annot be easily eliminated by a statistial treatment of the on-sumption urves.2. Replaing some of the ritial instrutions (in partiular the basiassembler instrutions involving writings in the arry, readings of datafrom an array, et) by assembler instrutions whose \onsumptionsignature" is diÆult to analyze.3. For a given algorithm, giving an expliit way of omputing it, sothat DPA is provably uneÆient on the obtained implementation. Themasking strategy, detailed below is an example of this third kind ofmethod.4 The Masking MethodIn the present paper, we fous on the \masking method", initially sug-gested by Chari and al. in [3℄, and studied further in [4℄.The basi priniple onsists in programming the algorithm so thatthe fundamental hypothesis above is not true any longer (i.e. an inter-mediate variable never depends on the knowledge of an easily aessiblesubset of the seret key). In a onrete way, using a seret sharing sheme,eah intermediate that appears in the ryptographi algorithm is split-ted. Therefore, an attaker has to analyze multiple point distributions,whih makes his task grow exponentially in the number of elements inthe splitting.In [13℄, Messerges applied this fundamental idea for all the elemen-tary operations that an our in the AES algorithms. For algorithmsthat ombine Boolean and arithmeti funtions, suh as MARS, RC6 andTWOFISH, two di�erent kinds of masking have to be used :Boolean masking : x0 = x� rArithmeti masking : x0 = (x� r) mod 2kHere the variable x is masked with random r to give the masked valuex0. The onversion from boolean masking to arithmeti masking as de-sribed in [13℄ works as follows :BooleanToArithmetiInput : (x0; r) suh that x = x0 � r.Output : (A; r) suh that x = A+ r



Randomly selet : C = 0 or C = �1B = C � r; /* B = r or b = �r /*A = B � x0; /* A = x or A = �x /*A = A�B; /* A = x� r or A = �x� �r /*A = A+ C; /* A = x� r or A = �x� �r � 1 /*A = A� C; /* A = x� r /*Return(A; r);The onversion from the arithmeti masking to the boolean maskingan be done with a similar algorithm.The onversion from one type of masking to another should be donein suh a way that it is not vulnerable to DPA attaks. The previousalgorithm takes as input the ouple (x0; r) suh that x = x0 � r. Theunmasked data is x and the masked data is x0. The algorithm works byunmasking x0 using the XOR operation and then remasking it using theaddition operation.The issue is that the variable x or �x is omputed during the exeutionof the algorithm. It is stated in [13℄ that a DPA attak will not workagainst this algorithm beause the attaker does not know whether x or�x is proessed. This is true for a DPA seleting one bit of x : sine x and�x are proessed with equal probability, the proessed bit is deorrelatedfrom the key and the single-bit DPA does not work. This is not the aseif we perform a DPA with 2 seleted bits, as shown in the next setion.5 A DPA attak against the onversion algorithmThe attak is based on the fat that if 2 bits of x are equal, the or-responding bits are also equal in �x. Consequently, we modify the DPAattak desribed in setion 2. Instead of seleting the urves from thepredited value of a given bit of x, we onsider 2 bits and divide thepower samples into 2 groups : in the �rst group, the 2 bits are equal, andin the seond group they are distint. The lassi�ation is not a�etedby the proessing of x and �x. Consequently, if the power onsumptionwhen 2 bits are equal di�ers from the power onsumption when 2 bits aredistint, the 2-bits DPA works : the proper key hypothesis should showa peak, while the others will be mostly at, so that the all the key bitswill be reovered.Consider the four onditional laws for the power onsumption anddenote their respetive mean values �00; �01; �10; �11. For the proper key



hypothesis, the mean value of the �rst group is :�00 + �112and the mean value of the seond group is :�01 + �102The mean of the di�erene between the two groups is thus :D = �00 + �11 � �01 � �102 (1)Consequently, the 2-bits DPA works if D 6= 0.We would like to stress that our attak is not a high-order DPA. Ahigh-order DPA [11℄ onsists in looking at joint probability distributionsof multiple points in the power signal. As shown in [4℄, a high-order DPAattak requires a number of experiments exponential in the number ofpoints onsidered. Instead, our attak onentrates on a single point in thepower signal. Consequently, the number of required experiments shouldbe of the same order as for a single-bit DPA.6 ConlusionWe have desribed a DPA attak against the onversion algorithm pro-posed in [13℄. Our attak is a straighforward extension of the lassialDPA attak. We did not have time to perform the experiments to vali-date our attak in pratie but we think that the threat is real and suhalgorithm for onverting from boolean masking to arithmeti maskingshould be avoided.A natural researh diretion is to �nd an eÆient algorithm for on-verting from boolean masking to arithmeti masking and onversely, inwhih all intermediate variables are deorrelated from the data to bemasked, so that it is seure against DPA.Aknowledgements.We would like to thank the anonymous refereesfor their helpful omments.Referenes1. Eli Biham and Adi Shamir, \Power Analysis of the Key Shedul-ing of the AES Candidates", in Proeedings of the SeondAdvaned Enryption Standard (AES) Candidate Conferene,http://sr.nist.gov/enryption/aes/round1/Conf2/aes2onf.htm, Marh 1999.
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